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OUR MISSION
is to improve the environment
with innovative and cost-effective
solutions to shift freight
transport from road to rail
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Executive Summary

CargoBeamer improves the environment by shifting freight traffic from road to rail
1 | Status-quo

2 | Climate Goals & Challenge

3 | Solution: CargoBeamer

● Long distance road freight transport in the EU27+UK with semi-trailers has grown by 2.0% p.a.
between 2004 and 20201)

● The EU climate goals for the transport sector can
only be achieved by shifting freight traffic from
road to rail

● The innovative CargoBeamer System allows all
semi-trailers to “take the train“ in an automated
and highly cost-effective manner

● This has led to a massive environmental burden

● A threatening gridlock on our highways can be
avoided only by a decisive shift from road to rail

● CO2 reduction by 74% and NOX reduction by 81% in
comparison to road transport

● The German government aims to raise the share
of rail transport from 18% (2018) to 25% by 2030.

● Patented railcar technology with maximum
compatibility

● We are threatened by a traffic gridlock: the
forecasted growth in freight transport will no
longer fit on our highways
● Driver shortages across Europe are already
becoming an existential threat for supply chains
● 75% of road freight traffic is currently moved by
semi-trailers that cannot efficiently “take the
train“

● French Rail Freight Strategy, issued by the
government, is planning to double its share of rail
from 9 % in 2020 to 18% in 2030.
● However, traditional crane terminals can load
only 5% of all semi-trailers onto railcars
● Only 1.7% of all semi-trailers are actually
transported by rail
14.02.2018

– for the entire semi-trailer market in Europe
– for all existing conventional terminals
● Patented terminal technology
– load and unload an entire train with up to 36
railcars in 20 minutes
– Very low energy consumption (1kWh per hub)

Notes: 1) CAGR 2004-2020 in EU-27+UK for semi-trailers >300 km on the road; calculated using the log-linear least-squares method; source: CargoBeamer calculation based on Eurostat data. 2) CargoBeamer financial projections 2020-2032; calculated using the log-linear least-squares method.
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Our vision is to transform freight transport from diesel to electric

Shifting long haul freight transport from road to rail

Evolution to an automated and de-carbonized logistics chain

Status-quo: classic road transport ramp-to-ramp

Source

Road transport by diesel truck, 1,250 km

Destination

Environmental score card per semi-trailer
Energy used: 380 liter diesel = 3,700 kWh
CO2 emissions: 1 ton
NOX emissions: 1.7 kilogram1)

Future with CargoBeamer: automated, electric, sustainable

Source

E-Truck GateModule

Train (E-Locomotive)

GateModule

E-Truck

Destination

Environmental score card per semi-trailer
Energy used: 1,100 kWh
CO2 emissions: ~0 tons2)
NOX emissions: ~0 kilogram2)

14.02.2018
Notes: 1) NOX limit for EURO VI trucks: 0.46g per kWh, 1 liter diesel = 9.8 kWh, 30 liter diesel consumption per 100 km. 2) Assuming electricity from renewable sources with close to zero CO2 and NOX emissions.
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CargoBeamer is not a project but reality with a clear path forward

Building on the success story witnessed through the first operational route

Historic milestones

Milestones 2021/2022

Milestones 2030

First active route

First terminal in Calais

Develop 20+ CB terminals

100,000+ client transports

+20 mio € revenues in 2021

Provide routes across all of EU

40K+ tones of CO2 savings

Start of 4 new routes

Operate 10,000+ CB wagons

Kaldenkirchen –

Domodossola1

Kaldenkirchen & Domodossola next

Achieved on CB Alpin since 2016

Double the sales since 2020

Realized on CB Alpin since 2016

France, Spain, Poland, UK

Pan-European network

Routes to be selected on demand

Implemented across all EU routes

14.02.2018
1. Active since 2015 and currently 11 roundtrips per week
Confidential
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We offer a simple process for the rail transport of all semi-trailers

Our eco-friendly technology is the solution for intermodal freight logistics now and in the future
1

2

Booking

3A

Loading: Terminal

Delivery

Loading: 3rd Party

3B

4

5A

Transport
5B

Unloading: Terminal
Unloading: 3rd Party

Booking

Drop-off

CB Terminal

Electrically

CB Terminal

Oversight

Handling

3rd Party

Punctuality

3rd Party

Clients can book the
desired route(s) online
or over the phone
Monitoring of shipments
and fulfillment is easily
done online

Customer drops trailer at
the departure terminal on
a dedicated parking spot
Terminal staff pull the
parked trailer onto an
empty CB pallet

Pallets are horizontally
shifted onto wagons via
an automated system
Pallets are lifted onto
wagons through cranes
or via Reach-Stackers

Wagons are pulled by an
electric locomotive to
ensure little emissions
CargoBeamer routes
realize high degrees of
punctuality

Pallets are discharged
horizontally for pick-up
via automated system
Pallets are lifted out for
pick-up through cranes
or via Reach-Stackers

14.02.2018
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CargoBeamer offers a superior value proposition to its customers

CargoBeamer provides significant advantages compared to road transport
Advantages of CargoBeamer vs. road transport

Benefits for customers

1 10-20% lower cost
More profit

2 Shorter travel time
3 More predictable travel time
4 Lower investment in trucks

Less capital employed

5 Less drivers employed
6 More flexibility

More sustainable

7 Environmental benefits
14.02.2018
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Example: A major freight forwarder significantly reduced carbon footprint

Close collaboration with CargoBeamer has enabled the client to operate more eco-friendly

Increasing transported units
For almost all CargoBeamer clients we
have been seeing an increase in the
transports for the CB Alpin route

Transported units

Large CO2 savings

Emissions savings of clients are
growing proportionally (if not more)
with the number of transported units

CO2 emissions savings (tons)
+24%

CargoBeamer CO2 certificate

CargoBeamer provides certificates for
each route to be used by the clients for
tax exemption or marketing purposes

CargoBeamer CO2 certificate

+25%

1,262

3,404
1,010

2,744

1,262 T
in 2020

for privacy)

2019

2019

2020

2019

Company X (sanitized
1,010 kilograms

2020

2020

14.02.2018
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Current network and next routes
CargoBeamer widens its focus by approaching the UK-market
Calais/Ashford – Perpignan
4 RTs per week
+2 RTs in Nov 21

Perpignan - Kaldenkirchen
4 RTs per week
Starting Jan 22

Barcelona - Perpignan
6 RTs per week
Planned Jan 22

Duisburg - Poznan
4 RTs per week

Kaldenkirchen – Domodossola
11 RTs per week
+1 RT in Jan 22

Calais/Ashford – Domodossola
6 RTs per week
Starting Nov 21

14.02.2018
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Outlook 2030:> 10.000 waggons,> 20 terminals,> 30 routes

CargoBeamer network of European terminals and routes by 2030

Operational routes:
Kaldenkirchen – Domodossola
Duisburg – Poznan
Calais – Perpignan
Calais – Domodossola
First Terminals:
First network of CargoBeamer
terminals
United Kingdom:
Currently cooperation at
Calais with ferries and
Eurotunnel. Certification of CB
wagon for the tunnel and UK
ongoing.
14.02.2018
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Backup

14.02.2018
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